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Historically, Japanese dialectal variation was greater than today. Since the end of the 19th century in Japan, however, the official language 

policy enforced using Standard Japanese, based on the variety spoken in Tokyo (formerly Edo), in all official situations and in schools. 

Since then, Japanese dialects have been dwindling and flattening to retain less regional variation. Nevertheless, differences in language 

variety keep being important topics and strengthen the feeling of belonging and group formation in Japan too. Language situation at any 

point is a result of centuries of language change, substantially formed by the contact patterns and isolation between the speakers. This 

process is nicely exemplified in Tanaka’s (1991) work, tracking the spread of Standard Japanese lexical features from the former and 

present capitals (Kyoto and Tokyo, respectively). Therefore we argue that historical contact paths can explain a large portion of variation 

in linguistic differences across Japan. This study explores the patterns in Japanese lexical variation based on digitised dialectal survey data 

(using the Linguistic Atlas of Japan) and the explanation power of contact paths obtained from different historical sources, presenting 

some preliminary results of a dialectometric analysis and quantification of some of the factors assumed to affect the lexical variation in 

Japanese.  

This preliminary study uses digitally available data from the Linguistic Atlas of Japan (LAJ), provided by Prof. Yasuo Kumagai at the 

National Institute of Japanese Language and Literature (NINJAL) (also see Kumagai, 2016). The atlas contains 285 questions (termed 

variables in this abstract), mostly about lexicon (the linguistic level associated with the way one calls particular items). We use most 

questions’ data digitally available at the time of the submission, 37 questions. The dialect survey providing the data was conducted between 

1957 and 1968. Throughout Japan, 2400 locations were surveyed, with one elderly male respondent at each survey site. According to the 

concept of apparent time (Bailey et al., 1993), mother tongue is mostly acquired until the late teenage, after which one’s language is more 

resistant to change. Therefore, it is assumed that the way one uses the language bears the signs of the environment of their early life. As 

LAJ-respondents were born between 1879 and 1903, their language usage is supposed to be representative of the late 19th, early 20th 

century. We hypothesise that this variation is affected by the earlier Japanese administrative system of so called domains (or han) as the 

movement of their inhabitants was restricted. Besides, travel times have proven to explain linguistic distances (Gooskens, 2004; 

Jeszenszky et al., 2017), leading to the hypothesis that travel times representative of the era when the respondents acquired their mother 

tongue would have an even better explanation power. To obtain historical travel times, we use cartographic work from different historical 

sources. On the one hand, Inō Tadataka’s survey (1800-1817) of the main transportation roads of Japan is used. On the other hand, 

topographic maps of the Meiji era from 1912 can be used to extract historical paths of contact. For the digitization of the routes from this 

source, we plan to use modern route network and pattern recognition methods. To help establish historical connections between the islands 

of Japan, port locations of the Edo-era (1603-1868) are also used. Besides, we use 10 m resolution digital elevation models to calculate 

least cost paths between LAJ survey sites. Such paths would represent the most natural contact paths between the speakers, having the 

highest probability for usage for centuries, and assumed to have formed the local linguistic differences for a long time. Using Tobler’s 

hiking function (Tobler, 1993), these paths can be converted into a hiking distance, which is finally assumed to correlate with the linguistic 

distance. Additionally, to create an alternative, more informed historical travel time network we will use the digitised routes of Inō 

Tadataka and the digital elevation models to extract the speed of travel in the early 19th century.  

Based on the digitised questions from LAJ, linguistic distances have been calculated for each pair of survey sites based on the variant 

categories. The sum of differing answers for the 37 questions denotes the linguistic distance between a survey site pair, which can be 

mapped from any chosen central survey site. Usually the closer a survey site is to the central site, the smaller their linguistic distance 

seems, but the Okinawa archipelago always tends to show a larger linguistic distance. Pearson's product-moment correlation with 

geographic distance and its logarithm reveals that the logarithm of geographic distances explains slightly more variance in the linguistic 

distance (r =0.6493 and r =0.6708, respectively). Jeszenszky et al. (2017), using Swiss German dialectal data recorded in 2000, found that 

historical travel times from 1850 explain more variance in the linguistic distance than contemporary travel times, but this difference was 

not statistically significant. Nevertheless, in the case of the LAJ data, the linguistic data can also be regarded as historical, therefore we 

expect a higher correlation with historical travel distances and historical travel times, than with contemporary ones. Different spatial 

subsets can also be tested for correlation, and they are expected to show patterns affected by local topography and patterns of socio-

economic contact. 

The effect of administrative boundaries has been analysed using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test, testing the overlap of two 

groups of values. We tested the effect of prefecture boundaries (now Japan is divided into 47 prefectures), and the boundaries of the 68 

domains in 1868. The groups for the Mann-Whitney U test were the following: 1) survey site pairs, both of which are inside the same 

prefecture or domain and 2) survey site pairs, where one site is in the prefecture/domain in question and the other in another 

prefecture/domain, but less than 200 km away. Vargha and Delaney’s A (2000) is a connecting effect size statistic, showing the probability 

that a value from one group will be greater than a value from the other group, unaffected by sample size. The value 0.2233647 for 

prefectures means that links across prefectural boundaries have a large chance to have greater linguistic distance than links within 

prefectures. On the other hand, the value 0.33705 means only a smaller chance that links across domain boundaries have a greater linguistic 

distance than links within domains. This is somewhat surprising as a larger effect of domain boundaries was expected due to their historical 

isolating role. At the same time, the prefecture system is largely based on the previous domain boundaries and prefectures are usually 

larger. 

Concluding the further results of this study will enable us to test linguistic hypotheses about the spatial distribution of individual and 

aggregate dialectal features, especially those related to historical processes. 


